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CHANGE IS
IN THE AIR AT
MARSHALL’S MILL
02

01 Paul Simmons

BIG CHANGES ARE TAKING PLACE AT
MARSHALL’S MILL WHICH HAS BEEN
HOME TO MANY SUCCESSFUL AND
CREATIVE BUSINESSES OVER THE YEARS.
THE NEXT FEW MONTHS will see the
building undergo a series of major
refurbishments, with the first phase
having already begun creating two new
‘show suites’.

development and congratulating current
tenant, Chetwoods, which is expanding
its business within the Mill. For those
who missed it, there’s a report on
‘LOOP’, the first applied arts fair
which took place at Marshall’s Mill
First impressions count for so much and in June and we also make formal
with that in mind, we also have plans to introductions to a couple more of our
make the public spaces more welcoming by neighbours.
opening up and improving the reception
area and landscaping the areas around
We hope you enjoy our fourth instalment
the building.
of Bleat. As always, please keep us up
to date with any good news stories, as
In light of these changes, we’ve
we’re always keen to shout about the
decided to make this edition of Bleat
great work our tenants are doing.
a Marshall’s Mill special, bringing you
a report on the planned refurbishments, Paul Simmons and John Long
welcoming several new tenants to the
igloo
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WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN PROUD of the
original character of Marshall’s Mill,
our impressive Grade II Listed building
which was once an integral part of the
flax and textile industry around which
Holbeck grew. However, we’ve noticed,
particularly in the last couple of
years, changes in demand for office
accommodation and the number of
companies needing 10,000 plus square
feet are few and far between, leaving
several floors of the Mill empty. In
reaction to this, we are investing in
a refurbishment to turn the large floor
spaces into smaller more flexible
suites which, in turn, will attract
the smaller, growing companies that
thrive in our community.
Phase one of the refurbishment is
underway and Chetwoods Architects,
currently based at Marshall’s Mill, have
sympathetically designed an internal fit
out which will celebrate the historic
charm of the mill by revealing some of
the original brickwork and stone floors,
and creating a number of smaller suites
and communal areas on the fourth floor.
We’ve already seen a demand for the new
suites and have two new tenants moving
into the Mill over the next few weeks
– TxtTools, a software development
company already fitting out their space
on the fourth floor and FlashTalking,
an online advertising technology
business already based in the Round
Foundry Media Centre – which is taking
space on the third floor.
Marshall’s Mill will also be
accommodating the growth of Chetwoods
who are set to move and expand within
the building. In time for the
refurbishment we have also now completed
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02 
Paul Simmons and Simon Baker from Chetwoods
look over the refurb plans

the upgrade of the core internet network
at Marshall’s Mill and Marshall’s Court
which will allow tenants access to 100Mb
broadband speed internet.
Phase 2 will focus on the improving the
first impressions for visitors to the
Mill and include new lighting and a
modern, more welcoming, reception desk.
Proposed works to the land surrounding
Marshall’s Mill include a new turfed
lawn which could provide a ‘stage’ for
a programme of public art works.
We hope that the refurbishments will
help attract more businesses to the
development and improve working
environments for you, the tenants of
Marshall’s Mill and the surrounding
Round Foundry, as our long-term goal
has always been to strengthen the links
between the two and continue to invest
in the area to further realise our
ambition for it to become THE creative
corner of the city.
We’ll keep you up to date with progress
but if you have any queries in the
meantime, contact: Paul Simmons at
paul.simmons@igloo.uk.net

SCOOP
TENANTS NEWS
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WE APPOINTED ARCHITECTURE
PRACTICE AND TENANT CHETWOODS
WHO WERE UNIQUELY WELL-PLACED
TO UNDERTAKE THE FIRST PHASE OF
THE MARSHALL’S MILL RETROFIT.

We thought this would be a good moment
to find out a bit more about the
practice so we spoke to the Director of
the Leeds office, Simon Baker, to give
us the company lowdown…
Hi Simon, thanks for speaking to us,
can we start by asking how long has the
company been going?
The company was founded in 1988.
And how many of you are there?
Chetwoods has three core teams based
in Leeds, London and Birmingham with
a presence in Dubai. There are a total
of 52 team members with 12 based in
the Leeds office.
Can you tell us a bit about your
business and what sort of work you do?
We are a nationally recognised practice
providing architectural services to a
wide ranging sector and client bank
including SMEs and larger blue chip
companies. Our built portfolio of
£2.25 billion demonstrates our ability
to deliver. With an emphasis on the
environment and on sustainability,
our services include brief development,
interpretive planning, masterplanning,
space planning, urban design,
feasibility testing, concept design,
detail design and contract management.

What is it you like about being based at
Marshall’s Mill?
People in our office live all over the
region and the location of the Mill
near the train station and motorway
make it convenient for travel. The
Mill is a very special building and
is historically significant for Leeds
and this is reflected in its Grade II*
listed status.
What else was important to you, and your
team, when you were looking for a work
space?
As an architecture company finding the
right space was particularly important
for us. We have been based in Marshall’s
Mill since 2006 and have witnessed a lot
of changes during that time. The office
space is wonderfully light and open and
the historic features including cast
iron columns and vaulted ceilings which
make for a distinctive yet comfortable
workspace. We feel privileged to be
involved in the current refurbishment
project to bring out the best of this
building and make other people aware of
how great it is by offering a top notch
suite of new office spaces.
And how are things going for you at the
moment, it sounds like you’re very busy?
A number of projects came to a sudden
halt during the recession, which allowed
us to step back and assess how we work
internally.
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Additionally, it provided the
opportunity to up-skill our team,
so we have invested in our staff and
in technology and have identified
new ways to add value to our clients.
As a result, we have grown stronger.
Two years later, we are thrilled to
be supporting a number of clients and
stakeholders in moving forward with
their pre-recession projects that were
originally put on hold. Our passionate
team in Leeds are actively engaged
in pursuing the architectural and
environmental agenda outside of their
daily office responsibilities. As a
result of their dedicated commitment,
we have made several internal promotions
including two new associate appointments
and one regional director.
That’s great to hear, so what are
you working on to keep all these new
recruits and promoted staff on their
toes? (aside from MM)?
We have a number of projects due to
start construction in the coming months
including a project in Lichfield for
affordable housing and a hotel, and
a small project for Yorkshire Water.
We are currently working on a number
of food retail projects in the West
Midlands including Dorridge, Leek,
Cannock and Wolverhampton.
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01 
Simon Baker (far right) and the Chetwood team
at a recent day out at The Hepworth, Wakefield

The Derwent Business Centre is an old
bonded warehouse building in Derby
that is part of the Igloo family. It
was converted to a business centre in
the 1980s and we are working with the
client to establish a road map for its
refurbishment and relaunch.
Lots of interesting projects there, and
we’re especially excited about plans for
the MM refurb – but finally can you tell
us, other than your office of course,
what do you like most about being in
Holbeck Urban Village?
There are lots of local amenities in
Holbeck Urban Village that the staff can
enjoy and there is a great community
atmosphere between local businesses
in the area. Out of the Woods and
David St Café are our favourite foodie
destinations.
If you’d like to find out more about the
company or are thinking of using any of
the services Chetwoods offer, contact:
simon.baker@chetwoods-leeds.com or visit
their website www.chetwoods-leeds.com.
Don’t forget to tell them you heard
about them here in Bleat.

TOUCH BASE
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TOUCH MOVED INTO
MARSHALL’S COURT JUST OVER
A YEAR AGO NOW, DIRECTOR
JULIE SHAW TOLD US A BIT
MORE ABOUT THE BUSINESS…
Thanks for talking to us Julie, let’s
get started. Firstly, how long has the
company been going?
We started in 2003. First day and the
first jobs were for Nike, Nokia and
Gillette – not a bad start.
They are some nice clients to have on
your books! How many of you are there?
Just 6 – small, but perfectly formed...
Can you tell us a bit about your
business and what sort of work you do?
We’re a communications agency, focused
on creating stimulating live events
and video, for our corporate clients.
We specialise in bringing brands to
life and launching new products through
different channels – internal events,
trade wow events, exhibitions and
consumer experiential. We have a great
range of retained creative brands to
work with including Gillette, Pantene,
Nice n Easy, OralB, Herbal Essences,
Aquafresh, alli, Birds Eye, Le Creuset
and UK Athletics.

01 
Touch creates a unique marketing
experience for client, AquaFresh.
02 Julie Shaw, Director, Touch
01

Thank you, we do have some great
buildings here, but what else was
important to you, and your team, when
you were looking for a work space?
The location – this is perfect. Close
enough to walk to the shops and bars in
the centre, yet not far to the motorway
network for a speedy get-away on a
Friday night.
How is business currently, very well
from the sounds of it?
Really great, we’re just completing our
work on the launch of Gillette ProGlide
– the biggest FMCG launch of 2011 which
we started over a year ago and included
us creating Procter & Gamble Global’s
first-ever 3D video. We’re also working
on their Olympics Partnership programme,
as well as a drinks brand launch,
a roadshow and videos for a government
organisation and various branded
interior work-spaces.

Sound like an exciting job, can you tell
us why you decided to move in with us?
The lease ran out in our city centre
premises and we needed more space. Here
we have a great open-plan blank canvas.
It’s light and airy, contemporary with
great architectural features and we’ve
been able to create a brilliant working
environment.
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So, what’s next for you and the
business?
More of the sam… and we would love some
local business too, I think we’re too
much of a ‘well-kept Northern secret’.
And finally, can you tell us, other
than your office of course, what do you
like most about being in Holbeck Urban
Village?
The ever-so-helpful staff from Living
City, the double-shot cappuccinos from
Out of the Woods, the coronation chicken
baguette from the Pickled Pepper and
great ale from The Cross Keys!
To get in touch with Touch, email julie@
touchmediasolutions.co.uk or visit their
website at www.touchmediasolutions.co.uk

NOUS KIND
OF SHOP
01

This area, south of the city centre,
has always been synonymous with creative
talent, a centre for designers and
makers and Igloo has been keen to
support and encourage these types of
businesses to thrive at the development.
So when we were approached by a group
of innovative young designers known as
‘Nous Vous’ to set up shop in one of
our spaces, we jumped at the chance.
‘Top Up’, located on Water Lane next
to Out of the Woods, is the first pop-up
store curated by the collective and
acts as both an exhibition space and
work shop where graphic arts products
and both made and sold, as well as
providing insight into the people and
story behind the items on display.
Nous Vous, which includes Jay Cover, a
graphic designer, illustrator & artist,
based in Leeds, has also used the space
for a series of events including book
launches, product showcases, talks &
discussions and attracted a new consumer
arts crowd down to the development.
With the help of many friends, Jay and
the Nous Vous collective also took
over the fourth floor of Marshall Mill
for the first LOOP Arts Fair which
took place in June. For one weekend a
selection of the UK’s most exciting
and original contemporary illustrators,
graphic designers and applied artists
relocated to Leeds, transforming
Marshall’s Mill into working studios,
print shops, publishing houses and
workshops. It was the first applied
arts weekender of its kind in the North
of England.
The event was a huge success and saw
more than 100 hundred people flocking
down to the development over the three
days, purchasing hand made designs and
seeing some of the best UK design talent
at work.

MEET YOUR
LOCAL... FITNESS
INSTRUCTOR
There’s no excuse for not getting in
your daily exercise now we have out very
own fitness studio, Motiv8, on site at
Marshall’s Court run by instructor,
Jenny Cromack. We welcome Jenny and find
out about how she’s going to whip you
lot into shape…
Hi Jenny, welcome to the development.
What were you doing before you came
here?
I was operating as a freelance personal
trainer for 4 years, but recently
I decided to go into business with
Motive8, a London based fitness
consultancy business. Together we have
created Motive8 North and have opened
our first studio here.

01 Members
of the
public get
creative in
one of the
artist-led
workshops

We know that the success of LOOP has set
the team on the road to build a bigger
programme of applied arts events in
future, and we’d like to say thank you
to Jay and the other crucial partners
involved, Neil Owen of Test Space and
Laura Wellington of Duke Studios, for
their hard work and look forward to
hearing about their plans for next
year’s event.
In the meantime, if you’d like to check
out Nous Vous’ work at Top Up, visit the
shop at 111 Water Lane, Holbeck, Leeds,
LS11 5WD. Opening hours vary so email
jay@nousvous.eu for an appointment or go
to www.topup.tumblr.com
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Can you tell us why you decided to join
forces with Motive8?
I wanted to create a studio which had
more equipment in order to provide
more stimulating workouts for clients.
Whilst we still do home visits, many of
our home clients have started using the
studio as they prefer the space.

02
02 Jenny Cromack

How many staff do you have?
We have two personal trainers – myself
and Chris Baird, plus 5 freelance class
instructors.

We hear you already have big plans for
the business?
Yes, we would like people to really feel
So, what can you offer the tenants here like they are getting results from the
at the Round Foundry and Marshall’s Mill sessions and build a reputation for
to get in tip top shape?
being the best training studio in Leeds.
We offer personal training and small
We also have plans to open another
group training sessions in addition to
studio in the next 6 months.
fitness classes such as Zumba, Pilates
and dance aerobics. Also, personal
Other than your office of course, what
training which is tailored specifically do you like most about being based here?
to the individual.
I really like the community feel which
there is, everyone has made us feel very
What attracted you to Holbeck Urban
welcome and have been really helpful in
Village?
promoting the studio.
I found that there weren’t any other
fitness facilities around here and so
If you fancy getting some one-to-one
thought this would be a prime spot for
fitness training or taking part a class
such a facility. It is also convenient
contact Jenny on 0113 2430161 or email
for a lot of clients who work in the
jennycromack@m8group.co.uk and check out
city centre with it being near Water
the Motive8 website at www.m8group.co.uk
Lane.
for timetables.
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ROUND
‘EM UP

BLEAT IT

Our next issue of Bleat is
due out in autumn so if there
is anything that you want to
tell us about, please get in
touch directly and we’ll see
what we can do.
01 F
ilmmakers use Holbeck as a base for
short film competition
02 R
ichard Gibson, a new friendly face at
the Pickled Pepper
03 S
teve Hunter from Marshall’s Mill
introduces pupils to Barrie the sheep

LIGHTS, CAMERAS, ACTION! Over the
summer, we saw the next generation
of filmmakers take up residency at
Marshall’s Mill by taking part in
‘2.8 Days Later’; a short-film challenge
which asks upcoming directors and
producers to write, shoot and finish
a film in just under three days. The
challenge was the brainchild of Left
Eye Blind, a film production company
run by film directors and producers
Matt Maude and Jamie Donoughue,
currently based at the Mill.

Just A Note
We have parking spaces
available for people to
let on a short term basis,
if you’re interested contact
paul.simmons@igloo.uk.net
Useful
Day to
Myhcal
Hunter

Contacts
day management:
Codner and Steve
at Living City

Myhcal Codner
Round Foundry
0113 247 1181
myhcalc@livingcity.co.uk
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Four groups in Leeds were joined by an
international entry from San Francisco
in the USA, to take up the test to
create a short film in just under 72
hours. You can see the finished films
here www.lefteyeblind.com. There are
further film challenges like ‘2.8 Days
Later’ planned later in the year and any
filmmakers, actors, musicians or people
interested who are in getting involved
can contact info@lefteyeblind.com for
more details.

WE PICKED A PAIL OF… We’d like to
welcome the new managers of the Pickled
Pepper cafe to the independent food
scene here in Holbeck Urban Village.
Richard Gibson of the award-winning
Stroom Restaurant in Pudsey has now
leased the bistro on Saw Mill Yard.
The café recently did a fantastic
barbeque spread at the Round Foundry
Summer Party and if you like what you
tasted – try out their range of fresh
sandwiches and paninis or a bite from
their bistro menu.

@weloveholbeck is where we
live on Twitter or if you want
to know more about igloo more
generally, visit our websites:
www.igloo.uk.net
www.marshallsmill.co.uk
www.blueprintregeneration.com
www.isis.gb.com
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CHILDREN GET CREATIVE at MM

Barrie the sheep (you may have seen him
on his post guarding the Marshall’s Mill
building) was reunited with his creator
recently as sculptor Antonia Stowe
revisited him, bringing with her a group
of pupils from Cookridge Primary School
as part of a project on the woollen
industry. The children met Barrie and
were given a tour of our buildings and
the nearby Tower Works, which were once
a living, breathing part of the woollen
industry here in Leeds. The kids even
brought their own home-made sheep made
out of steel to introduce to Barrie and
the resulting photo, as you can see is,
unbaaaaaaaaatable.
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Steve Hunter
Marshall’s Mill & Court
0113 245 1620
steveh@livingcity.co.uk
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John Long
john.long@igloo.uk.net
Twitter: @johnigloo
PR agency for igloo:
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